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Wright cuts budget with help from IRA fees
By Gary Barger
A recommended A.S. budget for
1978-79 that is more than 10 percent
lower than this year’s budget was
released before spring break by A.S.
President Steve Wright.

Wright told the council that
because of the Instructionally
Related Activity fee bill, A.S. is no
longer responsible to pay for several
instructionally related activities it
had previously funded.

More than 25 percent was
trimmed from the $556,463 of budget
requests received.

He said that was the reason he
was able to reduce the total budget
while still giving most requesting
organizations an increase over what
they received last year.

Wright’s recommended budget
of $464,412.14 represents a decrease
of $56,359.86 from this year’s A.S.
budget of $520,772.

Wright said, though, the IRA
fees may not be available by fall and
the remaining $65,587.86 may be
necessary to help fund such instructionally related programs.

Wright’s recommendations now
go to the A.S. Budget Committee for
consideration.

Steve Wright

"I hope none of this money goes
to any of those programs," he said,
"but I think we need to have some
kind of cushion to allow for it."

The increase is needed for A.S.
to have enough money on reserve to
cover operating expenses for three
months if the association were to
dissolve.

He said this amount is "anticipated and
based upon
enrollment."

Wright told the council he would
"like to see whatever’s left set aside
so throughout summer and next

Crackdown on jaywalkers
Chief Earnest Quinton and Sgt.
Larry James before spring break to
discuss the joint effort.
Both departments asked for
cooperation from pedestrians to help
avoid death or injury. Morton said
the effort is not centered around the
SJSU campus, but includes all of the
downtown area.
The effort was prompted by the

Review of Bunzel
wanted by faculty
Clear and consistent support for
an early review of SJSU President
John Bunzel by the faculty was
shown in a recently re-released poll.
Although originally taken in
November, the findings of the
faculty poll were re-examined and
the results broken down by schools,
professional levels, age and years of
employment.
Those supporting a review of
Bunzel, when broken down by
academic rank, ranged from a low
of 66.6 percent ( librarians) to a high
of 87.7 percent ( assistant
professors.
When support for this review
was broken down by schools, the
School of Business had the low of 62.8
percent, while 93.8 percent of the
faculty in the School of Education
supported early presidential review.
A clear majority of those polled
also favored periodic review of all
college presidents in the California
State University and Colleges

However, two organizations
received substantially less than
requested or no allocation at all.

the council
shine these

Wright said
shouldn’t "just
programs on."

Walking against light: $20

By Craig Anderson
Jaywalkers beware!
Pedestrian violators of the
vehicle code now face an increased
enforcement effort by University
Police and the San Jose Police
Department.
SJPD Sgts. Bruce Morton and
Tom Shigemasa and Officer Chris
Green met with University Police

Most organizations received at
least the same funding amount they
had this year.

A.S. Business Manager Jean
Lenart had recommended the A.S.
Reserve be increased $35,000, but
Wright allocated an increase of only
$7,444.07 in his recommendation.

The committee will then make
its own recommendation to the AS.
Council, which will vote on a budget.
The budget must then be signed
Treasurer
Wright,
A.S.
by
Maryanne Ryan, AS. Business
Manager Jean Lenart and SJSU
President John Bunzel.
Wright said A.S. has a projected
income for next year of $530,000.

year the new administration can
look into investments."
Wright received budgetary
requests from 27 groups and said he
tried to keep the best interests of all
students in mind while making his
recommendations.

system.
Eighty-five percent of the lecturers approved of faculty review
I for the CSUC system), as did 91.7
percent of assistant professors, 86
percent of associate professors and
82.6 percent of full professors.
Only the schools of business and
engineering had less than 80 percent
of their members backing
presidential review ( 65.7 and 71
percent respectively).
Schools with over 90 percent
support were Applied Sciences and
Arts, Education and Science.
The information was compiled
from members of six faculty groups,
including: the Congress of Faculty
American
Associations,
the
University
of
Association
Professors, the California College
and University Faculty Association,
the California State Employees
Association and the Association of
California State University
Professors.

high number of pedestrian deaths
58) in San Jose over the past few
years, Morton said.
In the last three years, there has
been a dramatic increase in
pedestrian violations in the downtown area, he said.
Morton stressed that this was
not a drive, but that a "high level of
enforcement" would continue.
He said he hoped to make
pedestrians aware of the problem
and asks them not to set bad
examples.
The intention of the effort is not
to cite people, Morton said. But
violators will be cited, he added.
Problems with pedestrians
crossing against red lights and
jaywalking exist around the campus, but particularly at the intersections of Fifth and San Carlos
streets and Fourth and San Antonio
streets.
The fine for crossing against a
red Light is $20.50. A fine for
jaywalking is $5.
Pedestrians can also be cited for
leaving the curb after the ’DONT
WALK" sign has begun flashing.
Morton said the problem has
always existed but that police are
trying to decrease it. Most
pedestrian accidents
involve
violations, he said.
The problem, he said, involves
faculty and staff, as well as
students.
Morton said in addition to
pedestrian safety, traffic flow
around the campus area was also
considered a problem.
Morton said he wanted to
educate pedestrians to "watch out"
for themselves.

Wright said the present reserve
level of $25,000 is "clearly not
enough money to support dissolving
of this association," but he didn’t
grant the total requested because
"though I feel we need to bring the
reserve account up, I don’t think we
need to do it all at once."
Wright recommended no funds
for purchase and establishment of a
"parcourse," an outdoor fitness and
exercise course although $6,950 had
been requested.
"We already dump a great deal
of money into intramural and
physical fitness programs," he said.
"I don’t think we need to involve
ourselves in this."
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Housing shortage increases

discrimination against tenants
By Margo L. Kearns
The shortage of dwelling units
around SJSU has increased housing
discrimination and made it harder
to prove such discrimination on the
basis of race, religion, nationality,
marital status, sex or bhildren,
according to a San Jose city housing
official.
"Housing is so tight now that
landlords can pick and choose )the
tenants)," according to Glendean
Cole, fair housing specialist of the
Housing Service Center of San Jose.
"A few years ago, they took anyone
they could get.
"We have to be really on top of
it to have a checker down there
( where the discrimination is taking
place)," Cole said, "because by the
time you send someone out there,
the place may be rented.
"It is really hard to prove a
discrimination case," she said, "but
that doesn’t mean it can’t be done."
Cole handles an average of 20 to
26 discrimination cases a month, of
which only five or six reach attorneys.

After receiving evidence of
discrimination from the checkers
who pose as actual renters, Cole
leaves "it up to the client to whether
they want me to call up the landlord."
"Most landlords, after you tell
them they are breaking the law, will
let the people move in," Cole said.
"Most people are law-abiding and
don’t know they are breaking the
law,"

In cases where landlord.s do not
accept children, the no-childrenallowed regulation must be stated in
the rental agreement.
"If the complex is consistent
with their rules, there is nothing we
can do," Cole said.
"If you call up and they say they
won’t accept chldren and there are
two or three running around, I would
call )the Housing Service Center),"
she said.

SDSU president named;
Fullerton not appointed
An administrator from the
University of Maryland was named
yesterday as the new president of
San Diego State University, beating
out Gail Fullerton, SJSU’s executive
vice president.
Fullerton was one
finalists for the position.
Thomas Day

of three

is acting vice

chancellor for academic affairs at
UM ’s Baltimore County campus.
The Board of Trustees of the
California State University and
Colleges made the announcement
yesterday afternoon after an
executive session.
Fullerton plans to remain in
Long Beach until the trustees’
general meeting ends tomorrow.

Songs project South Pacific island cultures

Prof pens ’Polynesian Paradise’ pieces
Tongan singer raised in Samoa.
By Kevin Fagan
Morlan met Mataele in Samoa and brought him to San
Tony Bennett may have left his heart in San Franin
the
songs
his
left
Morlan
Jose
cisco, but SJSU professor John
to cut the record, which boosted his career enough to
hit charts of the Southern Pacific islands of Tonga and the land him singing engagements in Los Angeles, Hawaii and
Miami, where he is currently performing.
Samoas.
And if all goes well, he intends to leave one soon in the
Top 40 in New Zealand and the United States as well.

Morlan has his own record label, Gem, which is
registered with Broadcast Music, Inc.

Morlan has composed "Polynesian Paradise," the
official tourism-promotion song for 70,000-person Tonga
and says his songs ’My Samoa" and "Naomi" are "very
popular" in Western and American Samoa.

Most of his songs have been published with Vibration
Music and recorded at Tiki Sound Studios, both San Jose
firms.

"Writing songs is no big deal, really," said the instructional technology professor in a Texan drawl. "I just
do it for fun."
A music minor in college, Morlan said when he writes
songs "the words and music go directly from my mind
onto paper, including notation. I don’t really need to
compose with an instrument of any kind."
Composed in the traditional Polynesian style and sung
in English, Morlan’s island songs were inspired during 11
years of summer trips to the South Pacific as an adviser
for the SJSU International Travel Study class.
"The songs reflect how I feel about the islands and
their people," Morlan said. "Tongans and Samoans are
always so positive about life their attitude is to slow
down and haves good time.
"They are a very open, sharing people."
Morlan’s South Pacific songs were recorded on an
album, "Of Love and Home," by Josiah Mataele II, a

Morlan started his song-writing enterprise four years
ago with "Going Back to Tennessee," a country tune in
which he sang under the name of John Adams.
"It didn’t make the Top 40," Morlan said, "but it did
get a lot of airplay on country stations around the U.S. for
about six months."
Expanding on his island and country writing, Morlan
is now working on a song for release this spring in New
Zealand called "Land of the Long White Cloud," and two
American pop songs titled "Diana, I Love You" and "I
Have You On My Mind."
He plans to put the American songs out on a 45-rpm
record in late spring.
Although his record sales have brought in enough
money to break even, Morlan has no intention of going
professional.
"Making a living as a songwriter is one thing," he
said, "and doing it as a teacher is another. As I said, I
publish songs just for the fun of it."

USII industrial technology professor John Merlon’s songs hove topped th
Samoas.
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Legalization better
than poisoned pot
By Dave Reynolds
The United States government is
poisoning a sizeable portion of its
people through its financing of the
use of the herbicide paraquat by the
Mexican government.
The Mexicans are spraying this
and several other herbicides
believed to cause birth defects on
field of marijuana.
Dove Reynolds ts
Spartan Dolly reporter

Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare Joseph A. Califano on
March 11 officially warned the
citizens of the U.S. that paraquatcontaminated weed, if consumed in
only moderate quantities, could
cause permanent lung damage with
irreversible effects.

1111111111111111
I’m sorry, Billy’s booked up clean through Labor Day.. .What was
your name again, Sir?

letters
Gives no credit
Editor:
Where did reporter Bill Smith
get his education in science ... from
watching The Six Million Dollar
Man"?
I found his fears about cloning a
slap in mankind’s face. Doesn’t he
give humans any credit?
Why would having the same
chromosomes as Idi Amin or
Richard Nixon automatically make
a person an hole? If one identical
twin is a jerk, does that mean that
the other twin has no other choice
but to be a jerk too? Where’s my free
will - or does my genetic makeup
control all of my actions?
Then Mr. Smith rants about
what would happen if a mistake
was made during the cloning
process. There might be birth
deformities just as there are now,
but according to Bill Smith we might
has hands
get a mutant that
growing out of its nose, and eyes in
its stomach."
If you believe that, then a
perfect clone of Bill Smith would by
necessity have a foot growing out of
his mouth.
Bruce Hill
t’hemistry junior

University zone
Editor:
The topic of a "University Zone"
having become a lively topic of
discussion recently, may! add a few
thoughts as a long time resident of
the downtown area?
As I understand the main thrust
of this idea, we would systematically
remove residents from the board-

and -care homes to the greater
suburbia of the outer perrimeter.
I am sure these 1,500 or so
people, whose only crime is that they
do not have any money to spend in
the liquor stores, bars, adult book
shops and restaurants which dot the
downtown area, will be largely in
your debt for this fine civic
movement.
However. I wish you all to
consider another element which I
would gratefully see removed from
my sight - the downtown drunk who
constantly invades my privacy with
a dozen different versions of "Hey,
buddy, can you spare a dime?"
Consider the benefits to society:
1 ) By removing the chronic
alcoholic to the suburbs, he will have
a chance to dry out, as the stores
serving that area are widespread,
and without a car he would have no
way to quench his unending thirst
for alcohol.
The present remaining stores in
the downtown area which cater to
his dwindling pocketbook would
have to move out of the inner city to
other more lucrative locations
elsewhere in the city.
2 ) The sobering environment of
the suburbs, which lack social
services un-needed by the present
residents, would snap the alcoholic
back into reality and soon have him
back on his feet, a sober contributor
to society ( if, of course, he gets his
car out of hock, which he had long
since pawned along with the rest of
his property and anything else he
could lay his hands upon to quench
his unending thirst I.
3) The university could once
again return to its duty of turning
out, in mass production, students
destined for a middle class suburban

AN EYE FOR AN EYE,

future, and could continue heedless
of social ills and the lot of mankind
in general.
I humbly submit these improvements for your consideration.
Tim K. Fitzgerald
History major

Frightening idea
Editor:
In the March 13 issue of the
Spartan Daily there appeared a
letter by Michael Dutton which
raised some frightening questions
and came to some even more
frightening conclusions.
Dutton asked the question, why
do the American people hold the
Nazis in such contempt, and how can
they justify their feelings of disgust?
Well, truthfully Mr. Dutton, it is
very difficult for me to feel much
love, sympathy, or admiration for
an organization which itself
promotes and condones such strong
feelings of hatred.
It is true there were no Nazis
during the years of the Indian
campaigns, or slavery, and it is also
true that Nazis did not place
American citizens in American
concentration camps during World
War II.
All right, so what? All you have
shown is that another group of
people with just as much hatred
were capable of the same injustices,
and prejudices as the Nazis.
Since when do two wrongs make
a right? What you are proposing,
Mr. Dutton, is that we close our eyes
and accept what is happening
around us because, hell, it happened
before! As a history major, you
should know better than that.

I #

It is through the continued study
of history that we learn not to make
those same mistakes. This not only
applies to Americans but to people of
all nations.
There will always be small
minds which hate, be it because of
fear, ignorance or greed. It is up to
the rest of us to quelch these
prejudices and find in ourselves the
compassion and understanding
which others lack.
If anyone should look at
themself, Mr. Dutton, it should be
you. For if you have proved nothing
else, you have at least made one
point perfectly clear.. you just don’t
give a damn!
Patricia L. Cardoza
Radio-Television film
sophomore

Ignorant of Nazis
Editor:
This is in response to the letter
on Nazi hating. The author of that
letter seems to be unaware of the
facts, or is totally ignorant of such a
serious subject.
Nazi’s are a political party that
believe in fascism. Fascism is the
total decay of capitalism where the
fraud of capitalism can no longer
keep the masses of the population
under control. In order to maintain
control of their monopolies and their
ruling position in society, the
capitalists resort to their only
alternative tool, force or fascism.
Right now in the U.S. House of
Representatives, there is a bill
called SI437 that will lay the
groundwork for total state power, or
fascism to be made legal.
Those who have actually studied
the construction of fascist Germany
know that the fascists did not take
over. Fascism was made legal long
before Hitler took power. Consequently, all of the atrocious thiogs
that the fascists committed were not
only made legal by the capitalists
that toyed the groundwork by
making it legal, they also financed
and literally put Hitler into power.
Therefore, I say yes, Nazi’s
should be hated for the facist, oppressive system of fascism that they
represent. Students and workers
should always be on guard for those
who try to confuse and hide the
realities of our society.
Hitler may be gone, but the
capitalists who financed him live on,
always looking for a way to make
bigger and faster profits and to take
away legally as many of our rights
as possible.
Evelyn Knuckey
Psychology junior

Writer replies
Editor:
I am, of course, disappointed
that Ms. Fishman does not share my
opinion that genocide is undesireable and that concentration
camps are reprehensible.
Contrary to Ms. Fishman’s
rebuttal to my March 13 letter, 6
million Jews were murdered by
German Nazis. Railing at me for
denouncing American Nazis will not
change that.
I was, however, delighted that
Ms. Fishman instructed SJSU
students in the "Big Lie" technique
by using it herself so transparently
and clumsily in her "rebuttal" to my
anti -Nazi letter.
Thank you on their behalf Ms.
Fishinan.
Michael Dutton
History senior

"The report’s (by the National
Institute on Drug Abuse)
preliminary findings suggest that if
an individual smokes three to five
heavily contaminated marijuana
cigarettes each day for several
months, irreversible lung damage
will result," Califano is quoted as
saying by the San Francisco Sunday
Examiner.
Yet a spokesman for the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws said that
an estimated 20 million Americans
are regular users of cannabis.
On March 13, NORMI. introduced a suit into federal court
charging the U.S. government with
providing $13 million annually to
provide Mexico with equipment and
pilot training for the herbicide
spraying.
And, to quote a NORM. release,
"The only marijuana that you can be
sure is safe is what you grow in your
own home."
Also , in every state it is illegal
(although with varying penalties) to
possess, grow or smoke marijuana
for personal use.

So, if I have it right, Uncle Sam
is giving us the shaft by poisoning
the estimated one-tennth of the
population who uses marijuana and
also making it illegal to use.
These policies cannot stand.
When enough Americans use a
substance less harmful than
cigarettes (which are consumed by
the millions every day), and the
government is attempting to kill or
maim millions of its citizens, it is
time that the government step in and
correct its gastly mistakes before
people start dropping like flies.
I am in favor of marijuana
legalized on the federal ’revel.
Before the feds kill us, maybe they
can do something.
Cigarettes carry a warning that
they "May be hazardous to your
health." Yet the federal government
.has inspections for the quality and
-neaith" of cigarettes. The tubes
are inspected and must meet certain
standards of purity, cleanliness and
additive levels.
If marijuana were legalized in
any quantity, even as little as one
ounce, and government inspections
were performed on the weed, then
we might be spared the agony of
knowing that we may be killing
ourselves when we light up a joint.
Like cigarettes and alcohol, the
government could put a tax on weed
if legalized. Revenues from this tax
could be used to fund the research
and inspection agency needed to
insure that episodes such as this
paraquat one don’t happen again.
The funds also be used to
provide additional funding for more
drug research and crackdowns on
other drugs such as heroin.
But whatever the steps,
whatever the increased cost of a
joint may be, the legalization and
protection of Americans through
quality standards will be well worth
it.
Until that day when I can walk
into my bedroom and legally light up
a number, I hope I can survive the
kind actions of our protective,
kindhearted, mass -murdering Uncle
Sam.

Calm, level-headed

Women can drive
By Vicki Johnsen
It’s high time someone stood up
on behalf of women drivers.
Forever women have been those
brainless beings on the road, incapable of a correct left turn or lane
change.
%lock I Johnsen is l)
Spartan Daily reporter

We have been honked at by men,
cut off by men, even nudged metal to
metal after the completion of some
minor mistake. We have also been
viciously labeled vastly incompetent
after an act so trite as not signaling.
Despite all, the odds have been
beaten and we have remained on the
road and furthermore, behind the
wheel.
Ignoring the inrnaturities of our
counterparts, we have smiled
gracefully at finger gestures.
Nevertheless, we haven’t won.
They are still behind us,
something loud and terrible, battling
our correct speed, wasting precious
gas with noidr polluting engines,
chancing life with violent spins.
In the rear view I have seen
them, turning red, fuming because I
stopped at the yellow light.
They are also noticable beside
me, furious, mouthing profanity
delux because I decided too late not
to make the turn.
Mistakes are made - especially
in driving - by everyone. Sorry,
fellas. Some do make a few more,
though.
Not to rub it in, but I’ve never hit
a car, never gotten a ticket, never
been stopped. And my driving experience doesn’t consist of church
and back every other Sunday either.
Letter policy
The Spartan Daily welcomes
letters from readers expressing
individual viewpoints.
Letters should be typed, triplespaced and must include the writer’s
major, class standing, address,
telephone number and signature.
Only the name, major and class
standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length, style or libel.
Letters should be submitted at
The Daily office JC 208) between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or by
mail to the Forum Page, c/o the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventif St., San
Jose, CA 95112.

The plain, simple, honest to
goodness, heaven forbidden truth is
that lam a woman.
I am patient, level headed and
calm. I do not go into spasmatic
convulsions at the sign of an officer
behind me. I do not condemn the
individual next to me because she is
grey haired, driving slowly and
therefore senile and should be
banned from the road.
Everyone out there has a right.
A right to mags, 48 in the slow lane,
Chevys, Fords and Plymouths,
eight-tracks or cassettes.
The girl who just got her license
has a right to be nervous. The
woman with six kids in the back seat
has a right to be tired. And, you,
dear sir, have a right to stay in your
lane, keep your eyes on the road,
especially, keep your mouth to
yourself.
People will always move more
cautiously than you like, more
slowly and more safely.
Personally, I don’t have to use
those words, although you are
worthy.
And about last Friday. To the
guy who so gracefully backed into
my Volkswagen and took off: you’ll
get yours.
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Battered women

Some wives call beating by spouse ’righteous punishment,’ expert says

By Hilary Ann Roberts
On a placid Blossom Valley
street, a terrified woman is running.
A sleek Mercedes, following
slowly at first, grinds to a screech
alongside her.
Shoving the woman in, the
does one more
driver a man
thing before before pulling away. He
begins slapping, then punching her
over and over again, almost
methodically.

Incredibly
enough,
his
frightened passenger does not resist.
"That’s the kind of evidence I’ve
seen of battered women just driving
around town," said LaVerne
GageHabib, "and I’m not even
looking for it then."
A part-time SJSU student in
social science and metaphysics,
GageHabib came to San Jose in 1971
with
a
psychiatric
nursing
background.

Photo by Blow Godbout

A wife beating is simulated by two 5i5U students. Statistics show
that one such beating occurs every 30 seconds In the, Unitise!
Shafts.

flashback
On this date in:
1966:
The Daily
published a story on the
Selective Service College
Qualification test. The
exam was given to drafteligible college men. If
they passed, they would
qualify for a student
deferment from the draft,
Those failing or caught
cheating were immediately
reported to the local draft
board.
Also, an SJS student
was reported in fair condition after falling 30 feet
from a balcony near

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Ccenmunity
Since 1934
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, Caldorma. Member of
California
Newspaper
Publishers Association and the
Associated Press. Published
daily by San Jose State
University, except Saturday and
Sunday, during the college year.
The opinions expressed in the
paper are not necessarily those
of the Associated Students, the
University Administration, or
the Department of Journalism
and Advertising. Subscriptions
accepted only on a remainder of
semester basis. Full academic
year, $9. Each semester. $4.50.
Off-campus price per copy, 10
cents. Phone 2773181. Advertising, 277-3171. Printed by
Suburban
Newspaper
Publication, Inc

campus. The man, Carter
Armstrong, had crashed a
party and was having an
argument on the balcony
with a second man. He hit
Armstrong in the jaw,
propelling him over the
railing,
1969:
Athletic
scholarships were restored
to the seven black SJS
football players who had
boycotted the SJSU
Brigham Young University
game the previous season,
The seven had been immediately stripped of their
grants-in-aid when they
refused to suit up for the
game, protesting alleged
racist attitudes of the
Mormon church.
Also, the Academic
Council voted to have the
"fairness system imprint"
removed from future SJS
exam blue books. The code
is still on the covers.
Also, two days before
his recall election, AS.
President Bill Langan was
accused by students of
using AS. equipment to
make campaign materials,
a violation of A.S. election
regulations. Langan was
being recalled for allegedly
ignoring the needs of the
students and campus
community.

FRANS BRUEGGEN
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SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
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CALL 277 - 2807

Now working for the county’s
Commission on the Status of Women
today, she balances a hectic
schedule conducting community
seminars, manning a North County
hotline and writing pamphlets, all
directed toward battered woemen.
"In spite of our media blitz, a lot
of women being beaten still think
they’re alone," she said. "They
think it’s some tow their fault.
"Ashamed, guildty they alone
feel responsible for patching up that
marriage. Some don’t even consider
it beating, just righteous punishment."
GageHabib defined "beating"
as "slapping and loud voices."
"But a woman came in last
week with some broken ribs and
her face all black and blue. Oh, my
husband doesn’t really beat me,’
she said. He just shoved me around
a little."
GageHabib admitted that with
only a few completed studies on the
subject, defining a battered woman
remains difficult.
Yet claiming every woman is a
potential statistic, she has compiled
some disturbing statistics from an
FBI report:
one incident of wife beating
occurs somewhere in the United
States every 30 seconds;
50 percent of all wife -initiated
divorces in the country stem partly
from wife beating; and
approximately one-third of all
female homicide victims in
California in 1971 were murdered by
their husbands.
A free pamphlet GageHabib coThe Battered Woman:
authored
also claims
A Survival Manual"
San Jose Valley Medical Center
treats 500 victims of batterings per
year, and one-third of Gilroy’s police
calls involve domestic disturbances.
"It’s too simplistic to give a real
composite of the typical battered
woman," GageHabib explained.
They do cut across all race and
economic lines."
And their attackers, she said,
can be successful business
executives or blue-collar workers.
The North County hotline, in
operation for only two months,
receives many calls from women
living in the poshly manicured
Hayward foothills, she said.
GageHabib did name speciF
women, scared into silence a:
submission, believe the only wae.t.k.
avoid further injury is to avoid
seeking help.
A beating victime, uageHabib
said, may also lack access to ready
cash and the skills to earn enough
* * *

money to provide for herself and any
children,
"Economics is the big reason,"
she said. "We had one woman, 28
years old, married 14 years with
seven kids. Now, how is she going
to get out? What are her alternatives? Even being on welfare isn’t
enough.
"So many women marry right
out of high school with no skills,"
GageHabib said. "Even if they get a
job, they’ll probably earn less than
men.
"And because they don’t have
the knowledge to control their
bodies, they go out and have a lot of
babies."
Battered women usually call
San Jose and Palo Alto hotlines for a
supportive listener rather than
answers, she said.
"They’ll say, ’I have a friend
who’s being beaten and she wants to
know what to do about it,"
GageHabib said. "A lot of times, you
* *

violence the woman has known
just know there isn’t really any
throughout her life. Many times,
friend; it’s her."
GageHabib said, she has been a
The callers’ primary need, she
victim of child abuse, or watched
said, is a voice to assure them
her mother being tormented.
there’s nothing wrong with them.
"It all comes back to a societal
"At that point, she has zero selfattitude," GageHabib said. "If they
exteem," GageHabib said. "But we
see it as a little girl, they figure that
let her know that she’s a strong
that’s the way it’s supposed to be.
woman to take that, and in her
And the male child sees it as, ’Well,
strength, she can finds soltuion.
this is how Daddy got his way."
"Because of women’s liberation
As long as men are taught to be
and media attention, they’re starresolute "king of my castle" owners
ting to ask themselves, ’Who am I?’
with women as possessions.
and ’Why am I here, taking this?"
GageHabib believes many will
she said.
continue to break under its heavy "If they’d like to go to a shelter
weighted responsibilites.
for a few days we let them make
With physical strength viewed
meet other
they
that choice
as an attribute, repeated violence on
women, unite and talk."
mates is sanctioned.
But the stark fact remains that
If you think you may be a batmany beaten women, after "leaving
tered woman, call Community Legal
to just have a place to go and think
about what they’re going to do with
Services at 998-5450; Project Save
their lives," return to their spouses
Our Sisters hotline at 251-6655; or the
for more abuse, GageHabib said.
Palo Alto hotline at (415) 321-2141,
extension 270.
Often it is traced to a cycle of
*
* * *

Former wife beater explains
she deliberately asked for it’
At 37, hi is older than most other SJSU students. But
he wears faded workshirts, has longish styled hair and an
infectious, impis smile.
is also a former wife
Phillip not his real name
beater.
"Maybe I had a low frustration threshold," he said,
shaking his head. "But I tend to think that given certain
situations, every man has the potential to be provoked to
that response."
Married three times, he believes his first wife 10 years
ago deliberately asked to be beaten.
"She had been threatening to take the kids and leave
me," he recalled, his usually twinkling eyes downcast.
"There was another guy, and for a year, it was back and
forth between us. She was torn between where to place her
allegiance."
During one heated argument, something snapped.
Phillip socked his wife in the jaw.
"I told her I was sorry; she was so surprised," he said
softly. "I went to get her some dope to ease the pain,
which she thanked me for. Then after I went to work, she
split."
Admittedly, he and his second wife "were not exactly
Alltypical
your
American family."
Both heavy drinkers and dope users, the couple was
gfifne for just about anything
stole
iling
ir!1_ ,1511
e:
ly,
n
"Once Al, ow 1,1 wso,wrY,. in "mwee
.faornda we had
this Ulf i i
monk
:,
pis; lying around
’r.iii.p ,J,nwilued. "Well, I was having a fling
with this other lady friend, and she my wife) found out."
Getting drunk and standing on their front lawn, she
began screaming "Why me:? Why
’
he so id
"Well, at first I tried to get her in the house using

tacxt, patience and all that. I mean, I dfidn’t want cops
coming over for disturbing the peace and finding 15 kilos.
"It finally occured to me that the only way to get her
inside was to knock her out."
Phillip said his wife probably didn’t rember the incident, except to wonder why her jaw was so sore.
"I’ve gone through a lot of changes just talking and
thinking on this," he said, fingering his notebook. "And I
can’t rember because I don’t want to remeber a lot of
other instances I kinda y’know shoved them around.
"I would do weird things like that to keep them with
me; it was very neurotic," he said.
Phillip’s third wife had an argumentative nature, he
said. While the two lived together before they were
married, "she got pregnant and didn’t want the child.
"I begged her to please not have an abortion, and even
went through counseling to convince her. She went ahead
and did it anyway.
(Continued on page 9)
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Tough
club
to get into.
ASP

Battered women given counseling
through Project Save Our Sisters
By Glenn Young
From last August to January of
this year, more than 500 battered
women have been counseled at
Project Save Our Sisters in San
Jose, according to Sue Martin,
program developer of the Woman’s
Alliance.
Those 518 women, she said, have
either been physically hurt or in
danger of being abused by their
husbands or boyfriends.
"A lot of women are definitely
not in good shape," Martin said.
Speaking to a small group of
women March 13 at the SJSU School
of Scoial Work, 315 S. Ninth St.,
Martin said the best shelters tor
battered women and their families
are the homes of former battered
victirnes, because "they ( battered
victims) know how scary it can be."
A shelter now in use by Project
SOS was obtained from the City of
San Jose and has been full since it
opened in December, according to

Photo by Blair Godbovi

Sue

Martin

Martin.
The location of the shelter is
kept confidential, Martin said, so
husbands can’t locate their wives.
Beacuse of zoning limitations,
only six adults may stay at the
shelter, but the project plans to
move to a 25-bed shelter next month,
she said.
Martin dispelled some myths
about domestic violence. She said
the belief that battering is a rare
occurrence results from the fact that
it is the most unreported crime in
the ocuntry.
Another myth, that wife beating
occurs only in low-income families,
is false, Martin said. The battering
atkes place in every ethnic and
economic group.
The reason visibility is high in
low-income areas, she said, is
because the poor have no alternative
but to call the police, thus the crimes
are reported and publicized.
(Continued on Page 9)

ENGINEERS
Career keeping pace?
Would you consider a better
employment opportunity if offered?
Reidbuni-Moore Associates, a
professional
search
and
placement firm, can give you the
professional action to market your
talents on a completely confidential basis. We have serviced
local client companies for the past
nine years, and client companies
assume all our fees.

Contact us just 2 or 3 months
prior to scheduled receipt of
your MS degree. Call (408)
255-0434.

THE SHOWINGS OF THE FILM
FRATERNITY ROW SCHEDULED
FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29th
HAVE BEEN CANCELLED.
THE FILM AND THE DIRECTOR,
GREGORY ALLISON WILL
APPEAR AT CAMERA ONE
THEATRE ON APRIL 27th.

THE FILM THE DEEP
WILL BE SHOWN ON
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29th

App4y MI. toe Parlr

shop I mon., MG Su ntrnr

freshmen. sophomores
and juniors

Platoon

LEAL1ERS

Class

Lground or air)
Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) is open to qual.
lied underclassmen in any accredited college or
university. Members who enroll in their freshman
or sophomore years accomplish pre-commission
training in two six-week sumer sessions at Office,
Candidate School (OCS). Marine Corps Base,
Quantico, Virginia.
College juniors attend extended OCS during
the summer preceding their senior year.
The major areas emphasized at OCS are
physical conditioning and fundamental leadership training. Prove to us you have what it takes
to lead Marines, and we’ll see that you have
lieutenant’s bars on graduation day.

Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) is open to
qualified underclassmen in any accredited college
or university. Members who enroll in their freshman or sophomore years accomplish pre.
commission training in two six -week summer
sessions at Officers Candidate School ((K’S).
Marine Corps Base, Quantico, Virginia.
College juniors attend extended (X’S during the
summer preceding their senior year.
The major areas emphasized at (K’S are
physical conditioning and fundamental leadership
training. Prove to us you have what it takes to lead
marines, and we’ll see that you have lieutenant’s
bars on graduation day.
The Marine officer selection team will be on
campus Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday 27, 28.29
March, outside the Student Union Bookstore to
answer questions and interview students for Marine
Officer training. We will also be conducting interviews by appointment on Thursday. March 30 in
the Career Planning and Placement (’enter. Contact the (’PP(’ or our office for an appointment.

AT 7 AND 10 pm
$1.00

REIDBURN-MOORE
ASSOCIATES

iMin
The Marines
ate looking lot
a low good men

1,SISW Officer Selection
7902 Almaden Expo...was

San Josei A %US
too’?7S 7145
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By Vanessa Sciwa melee
The Santa Clara County
Transportation Agency has
rerouted bus line No. 83 onto San
Salvador Street until further
notice, despite complaints from
some agency members that the
street is "unsafe for buses."
The line was rerouted Feb. 21
from its usaal trip along Seventh
Street to the campus when the
city of San Jose banned all left
turns at the corner of Seventh and
San Carlos streets.

280

Left turns were banned at the
corner shortly after SJSU opened
Seventh Street north of San
Carlos Street to parking.

"-1
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No 83 BUS ROUTE
mommilli. BUS
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BUS
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islands,
conConcrete
structed at the corner during
spring break, make left turns
impossible.

CHANGE
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Buses on the line now turn
left at Seventh and San Salvador
streets and turn right from San
Salvador onto Third Street.
According to Jim Lightbody,
transit operations chief at the

Transportation Agency, the line
will continue to run along San
Salvador until the city, the
agency and the university reach
a final decision on the route.

engineer with the transportation
planning division of the San Jose
Department of Public Works,
have been meeting to discuss
alternative routes for line 83.

"It doesn’t appear feasible to
have a bus-only lane at Seventh
and San Carlos) that would allow
line No. 83 to keep the old route,"
Lightbody said.

tranMark Hornung,
sportation service representative
at the agency, said San Salvador
Street was not safe for the line.

Lightbody said the possible
alternative routes for the line
include:

The agency will be attempting to gather an up-to-date
ridership estimate on line No. 83
this week to see how the route
change has affected usage.

looping the line down
Fourth Street and up Third
Street;

"San Salvador is very
narrow, and the buses are too
wide for it," Hornung said. He
also said the line wasn’t close
enough to SJSU to properly serve
the campus.

After compiling an analysis
of the available alternatives,
together with the ridership count
and reports from operating
personnel on the line, the agency
will file a complete report with
the
Transportation
Subcommittee of the Board of
Supervisors.

turning the line onto llth
Street and running east and west
on San Carlos Street, with no
turns until Third Street; or

"We weren’t aware of the
potential problem with the
closure of Seventh Street,"
Lightbody said.

reversing the line to run
south instead of north on Seventh
Street.

"We recognize that the route
is not that desirable," he said,
"but unless there is some
urgency, no permanent change is
likely before the end of the school
period."

Hornung and Frank 1.ara,
marketing officer, advocated
redesigning the Seventh and San
Carlos intersection to allow only
buses to turn left there.
Lightbody dismissed this
suggestion, saying enforcement
of the regulation would be too
difficult.

Lightbody and Gary
Thompson, associate civil

Any permanent route
change will probably be important enough that the Board of
Supervisors must approve it.
Lightbody said.
"As matters now stand, it
isn’t likely it will get to the board
before mid-May," he said.

Retrieving overdue books costs SJSU library $8,000 a year
By Vicki Johnsen
It costs the SJSU library $8,000
annually to get overdue books
returned, according to Jo Whitlatch,
librarian in charge of circulation.
That cost is the result of a
multitude of mailings, notices and
three people doing clerical work
three hours each per week.

This past fall, Whitlatch said,
2,227 students held 4,310 overdue
books.
Most of the books were turned in
after the first notices were sent out,
she said, but there were 175 records
holds put on those who didn’t bring
books back.
These holds and the steps taken

to prevent them cost the library
$6,056, she said.
About 50 students currently hold
overdue books, clerical library
assistant Betty liar said.
"In the beginning of the
semester," liar said, "returns are
always good, and at the end usually.
worse.

"Students need books more
toward the end for papers and finals
and forget about the book’s due
date," she said.
Overdue book fees run 15 cents a
day to a $10 maximum.
After
check-outs,
undergraduates are allowed three to

CSUC lobbyist switches to governmental affairs
Scott Plotkin, a lobbyist for the
California State University and
College Student Presidents
Association the past two years, has
resigned effective tomorrow.
Plotkin will begin working for
the CSUC’s Governmental Affairs
office in Sacramento as an assistant

to the director.
"I never expected to move into a
position where I have the same
responsibilities I have now," he
said. His new duties will cover
research but little actual lobbying.
Associated with the student
group for the past three-and -a -half
years, the

RING WEEK

from Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo, he
has been involved in many SPA
legislative projects.
Among programs he has been
associated with are the 1976 reinstatement into the state budget of a
Rr011IARMISkasertis’ or. catalsoa..

Another project was the International Studies program that
allows United States students to
study abroad.
Gov. Jerry Brown cut the
program out of the budget in 1975,
but through the efforts of the SPA, it
tune nut

four weeks to keep a book and
graduates five to six weeks.
Depending on when the book is
borrowed, a student’s check-out
period may vary, always ending
with a Monday due date.

really popular piece important for a
number of term papers," she said.
Students are given a four-day
grace period after the due date to
turn the book in. During those four
days, students are still free from
paying fines.

Students can check out a book
and renew it continuously
throughout a semester, liar said, as
long as no one wants to borrow it.

After the four days, Ilar said,
courtesy notices are mailed. These
are usually sent out a week after the
books are first due.

When that happens, a hold is
placed on the book and the student is
only given a two week check-out
period.

Notices explain the book must
be returned or renewed and that a ‘...
fine is owed. Notices also inform
students of the possible hold of their
records.
When a student gets his or her
records held, transcripts will not be
released until the fine iv mini If the

The hold rule applies to faculty
and staff, liar said.
Ilar said a student can check out
a book, have a hold put on it, and
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Mentally retarded bowlers ’go get ’em’
Go-get-em!
The familiar phrase is heard
often on Sunday mornings at San
Jose’s Fiesta Lanes. The Go-Getters, a bowling league for the
mentally retarded, meets weekly at
the San Carlos Avenue establishment to teach bowling etiquette and
sportsmanship to the area’s
retarded residents.
"Each Sunday we have around
70 retarded adults bowling on a total
of 23 teams," said Lois Nardone,
founder of the league.
Nardone organized the Go-Getters nine years ago after she found
there were no junior or adult leagues
that would make allowances for her
retarded brother, Joe.
"Volunteer help has been tremendous," Nardone added. "We always have a need for scorekeepers.
The bowlers range in age from
pre-teen to over 50. Another league,
the Vierr’s pals, meets after the GoGetters and is composed of Agnews
State Hospital residents.
"Spirit is high all the time with
the Go-Getters," Nardone said, "for
in our league, the emphasis is or.
love, rather than competition."

Lois Nardone, founder of the Go -Getters, congratulate, one of the bowlers.
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sports
Spikers extend streak
with win over OSU
By Sharon Kuthe
During the spring
break, the Spartan track
and field team extended its
win streak to six with wins
against Oregon State
University Saturday at Bud
Winter Field and at the
Stanford Relays March 18
in Palo Alto.
With the Spartan win
over OSU, the team has
won 28 straight meets at
home and 20 straight dual
meets overall.
Saturday’s meet included a barrage of broken
meet records, in nine
events. Eight were broken
by Spartans and OSU
contributed one record in
the long jump.
Coach Ernie Bullard
perthe
attributed
formances to the sunny
weather.
"We were pleased with
the way things went and we
were glad to finally have a
nice day for the meet,"
Bullard said.
The San Jose Relays
were also held last
Saturday at San Jose City
College and Spartans Dedy

Cooper and Ron Livers
were entered.
to
But according
assistant coach Larry
Livers, Cooper and Livers
were not supposed to run in
the OSU meet.
"Ron and Dedy were
going to run in the relays
over at city college but we
had a team meeting Friday
and both athletes said they
felt it was more imprtant to
them to compete for the
team than to compete
individually," Livers said.
"That attitude is really
great and I’m glad they
feel that way. They helped
us out a lot."
Bullard tabbed the
performances of Kevin
Cole and Jon Albrecht as
standouts in the meet.
Albrecht ran 1:52.6 to win
the 800 meter run and Cole
jumped a lifetime best in
the long jump placing
second with a leap of 25 feet
3-3/4.0SU’s Bruce Smith
placed first with a 25-foot-4
3-/4 leap.
Bob
Gummerson
heaved the discus to set a
new meet record and a

lifetime best throw of 183
feet 8. The throw also
qualified Gummerson for
the NCAA competition.
Marlin Rochee ran
another good race in the 400
meter dash with a time of
47.4, which is just off his
lifetime best of 47.2.
The Spartans made it a
clean sweep in the 100
meters with Ron Whitaker
placing first with 10.5,
Marcus Washington, Kevin
Cole and Mike Kirtman
finishing second, third and
fourth behind him.
At the Stanford
Relays, the spikers led 14
university teams in the
final scoring with 71 points.
Second place Stanford had
60-1/2 and third place Cal
Poly -San Luis Obispo
scored 60.
"We won the meet
because we had our guys in
the right events," assistant
coach Don Riggs said. "We
did really well although we
did not run at full
strength."
Cooper did not enter
the high hurdle event in
order to have full strength

for the 400 meter relay, 880
yard relay and the 1,600
meter relay.
With the team of
Washington, Whitaker,
Kirtman and Cooper, the
400 meter relay race was a
close dual between Stanford’s team of Darrin
Sheats,
Alan
Neson,
Gordon Banks and James
Lofton.
In their dual meet Feb.
25, the Cards defeated
SJSU in the same race.
Althought the Spartans ran
their best time 39.9 in
the sprint relay this season,
it wasn’t quite enough to
defeat Stanford with a time
of 39.76.

SJSU $7, OSU SO
400 meter relay SJS (Marcus
Washington, Dedy Cooper, Mike
Kirtman, Ron wnitaxeri 40.5; OS
126ch Marsh. Dwayne Hall, Andrew
Field, E.K. Hassan) 41.2
Mile Bill Delatorre (OS) 4:0111.8.
Rick Kumm 1051. Stan Ross (SJS).
Javelin - Bruce Alexander (OS)
Rich Stewart (SJS). Pete
2011..
McNab (OS)
Long lump Bruce Smith (OS)
224; Kevin Cole (LIS). Joon Okoro
(OS).
110 high hurdles Dedy Cooper
ISJS) 13.9; Mike Kirtman (SJS).
Ken Spearing (OS).
Bob Gummerson
Shot put
(51S) 55.2. Tom Schillinger (OS),
Pete McNab (OS).
400 Marlin Rechee ISJS) 47.4:
Gary Barnes (05), Antonio Mc
Daniels ISJS).
100 - Ron Whitaker (SJS) 10.5:
Marcus Washington WS), Kevin
Cola (SJ5).
NO Jon Albrecht (SJS) 1:52.6;
Lope Chavez ISJS), Jake GroM
(OS).
Pole vault - Greg Woepse (SJS).
16,6, Scott Fisher 1051. Doug
Bockmiller MIS).
Discus Bob Gummerson (SJS)
1838. Torn Schillinger (OS), Ralf
Horn (SJS).
4130 intermediate hurdles Dan
Finley (LIM 52.7; Gary Susac (05),
Greg Davis (SJS).
Two mile
Dan Fulton (OS)
9:09.0; Dan Harvey (SJS), Bill
Dalatorre (OS).
203
Dwayne Hall (OS) 21.5:
E.K. Hassan (OS). Paul Desmet
Isis).
Triple lump - Ron Livers (SJS)
50-11, Larry Johnson (SJS). Bruce
Smith (OS).
High jump Ron Livers ISJS) 7
1, Sylvester Pritchett (SJS). Keith
Nelson WS).
Mile Relay OS 12ach Marsh.
Jake Groth, Andrew Fields, E.K
Hassan) 3,1E1; SJS (Robert Foulke.
Anthony Van, Paul Desmet. Lionel
Foster) 3,23.9.

SJSU’s Keith Nelson missed this attempt at 7 feet 1 inch in the San Jose Relays, at San Jose City College
Saturday, but did clear 6 feet 10 inches to finish fourth. Earlier in the afternoon, Nelson cleared 6 foot 10
inches in SJSU’s 87-58 dual meet win over Oregon State.

Levine fifth, denied NCAA bid
By Dave Reynolds
Mike Levine, the Spartan’s top all-around gymnast,
failed in his bid to compete in the NCAA national gymnastics championships when he placed fifth at the
Western Regionals last week at Portland State University.
Levine had to be in the top three either in the overall
competition, or in a particular event.
The top all-arounder was CSU-Long Beach’s Yoichi
Tomita, followed by CSU-Fullerton’s Ray Latomo, Portland State’s Don West and Fullerton’s Joe Snee.
Fullerton took the team title, followed by Long Beach
and Houston Baptist University.
"We did not enter as a team because we didn’t feel we
would have a chance at the team title and the entry fee,
though $150 for teams, was free for individuals," said
gymnastics coach Rich Chew.
"We didn’t qualify ziliybody for the nationals," which
was a disappointment, pew said. "But we did have a
good chance at it.
I/
"Levine was fifth after the optionals, and could have
done better, except that he got a low score on his pommel

Netters, FSU vie
The Spartan tennis
team will risk its 7-0 record
when it faces Fresno State
University today on the
south campus courts at 2
p.m.
Nial Brash, 1977 AllAmerica, leads the Spartan
attack in singles followed
by Don Paulsen, Paul
Batten, Matt lwersen,
Dave Couch and George

Mulhern
Coach Butch Krikorian
said he wants to wait and
see how the singles matches go before deciding on
the doubles roster.
"We feel we’re a
stronger team
(than
FSU)," Krikorian said.
"We’re concerned about
them, but not worried."

Photo by Kim Komen,rh

Dedy Cooper takes the baton on the anchor leg of the 400 meter relay at
the Stanford Relays March 18. Marcus Washington, Ron Whitaker and Mike
Kirtman made up the test of the team. The spikers rean their season best
of 39.9.
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Maybe you should look into Peace Corp and
VISTA. Peace Corp and VISTA volunteers are
people pretty much like you. People with commitment and skills who have assessed their lives
and decided there must be more to life than just
holding down a job.
The problems our volunteers deal with both
overseas and here at home aren’t new. Such as the
cycle of poverty that traps one generation after
another because they’re too busy just holding on to
get ahead. The debilitating effects of malnutrition
and disease. Education that’s either too little or
none. Skills that are lacking and the means to get
them, too.
Your college training qualifies you to handle
more of these problems than you might think. Such
as teaching nutrition and health practices.
Organizing communities to work in problems
ranging from neighborhood stop signs to utility
rates and tax reforms. Advising small business.
Introducing better agricultural techniques.
Building classrooms and roads or working on
reforestation programs. The number of jobs to do is
nearly as great as the number of volunteers who
have served since 1961; over 150,000.
The pay is nothing to write home about but
there’s one thing we can promise you. There will be
plenty to write home about.
Look into Peace Corp and VISTA.
There’s no better place to begin.

LEONARD NIMOY
1936 THINGS TO COME
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Sports calendar
Today
hosts
Men’s Baseball
Stamslaus State,? 30 p m
Thursday
Women’s Gymnastics at MAW
Nationals, Seattle
Women’s Fencing at NiwFA
Nationals, Philadelphia
Friday
Men’s Tennis hosts Arkansas, 2
P m
M.’s Baseball
hosts San
Francisco,? 300 m
at Aztec in
Men’s Golf
vitational. San Diego
Women’s Gymnastics at A IAW
Nationals, Seattle
Saturday
Women’s Gymnastics at Al it it

horse routine," Chew said.
Though his compulsories were pretty good, the turning point was his side-horse.
"He just missed badly, ann everyone felt bad about
it," said Chew.
Levine did make it into the finals on the parallel bars,
but finished eighth, ending his chances at the nationals.
"Charles Paratore did his best routine, and had a
good score at the meet." He also set his personal best in
the floor exercises with an 8.35 score, improving over his
previous best of 8.15.
"The competition was very, very tough," said Chew.
"But we are really looking forward to next year."
Next season, the Spartans will have the services of
Marty Sharpe, who was the team’s top all-arounder last
season and led the team in four of the six events. He redshirted this season.
Also, the locals are not losing a man to graduation,
which should improve their chances.
"Marty Sharpe, Levine and Paratore will provide a
good nucleus for us next year. And Louie Carillo and Jim ’
Kirk have good potential for becoming high-scoring allaround men," Chew said.

Peace Corp/t INTA Recruiters t
Tues. Through Thurs.. Mar. 28-30,
10.30 AM 4:00PM
OuLside Spartan Bookstore. Student Union

MORRIS DAILY AUDITORIUM
7 pm ONLY
SOf

CARTOONS EACH NIGHT

Peace Corp/VISTA Films
11.30 AM 1.30, Weds. Mar. 29.
Business Tower. Garden Level. Room 050
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sports
Face Stanislaus today

Batsmen begin title drive
By Scott Van Camp
question mark early in the
The SJSU baseball season, has steadied,
team plays CSU-Stanislaus proven by clutch pertoday at 2:30 in Municipal formances in the Classic.
Stadium in a non-league
Dave Nobles, currently
contest.
second on the team in
The team completed earned run average with
half of its season during the 2.84 in 37 innings, came
Easter break, finishing through with a three -hit
with an overall record of shutout
performance
20-16 and a Norther against University of
California Baseball Assn. Oregon.
mark of 9-9 for fourth
"Nobles did an outplace.
standing job," Menges
The Spartans may said, adding, "He really
have gained the needed kept Oregon off balance."
momentum for a league
The Spartans won a
title drive with their second crucial game against BYU,
place finisli behind BYU in on the pitching of Randy
the Spartan Baseball Raphael, enabling the
Classic.
team to keep in the thick of
The team lost to BYU the tournament titdle race.
in the finals Saturday
-Raphael is really
night, but was victorious coming on," the coach
against the Cougars in an said.
earlier game on the
Menges also mentioned
tournament.
the first half hurling of
"We gained a lot of Russ Hayslip, who leads
respect," said Spartan the team in innings pitched
coach Gene Menges.
(53) and win -loss record 5’BYU is an out- 0
standing team," said
Jeff Nowotny, still
Menges, adding they were recovering from a sore
much stronger than NCBA shoulder, should be a key
leader Fresno State factor in the Spartans
University.
second half pitching staff,
Spartan pitching, a Menges said.

Defensively,
the
Spartans have had their
ups and downs, but Menges
isn’t too worried.
"I’ve been high on the
defense, but I’m amazed at
the number of errors we’ve
committed," he said.
The Spartans were
plagued by errors in the
championship game
aginst BYU, with four, but
three of them were
changed to pitchers.

It’s the Spartans hitting which has carried the
team to a winning record so
far.
Tony Biondi, after a
very hot start at the plate,
has leveled off to a teamleading.370 but the real
turnabout has been the
improved batting of Rod
Kemp and Dan Addiego.
Both had been hoveing
around the .200 mark most
the season, but of late,

Kemp has improved to .344,
and Addiego to .252.
Menges feels the
Spartans have a good
chance to win the NCBA
title.
"It should be a battle
right down to the finish,"
he said.
"All the teams are
pretty strong. "It’s going to
be interesting," he concluded.

BYU wins Classic title
Brigham Young University trounced
the SJSU baseball team, 12-5, in the
championship game of the Second Annual
Spartan Baseball Classic which took place
over the Easter Break week.
SJSU, which defeated BYU, 4-3, the
first time the two met, was the second
place team with a tournament record of 52. BYU ended with a 6-1 tournament
record.
University of Oregon placed third over
Portland University, 11-10, after a ninth
inning scare when Portland scored six
runs. With two on base and two out, Oregon
pitcher Glenn Fisher struckout Portland

first baseman Bill Krueger for the will,
Four pitchers took the mound for SJSU
in the championship game, but none could
stop the bats of BYU, who scored their 12
runs on 16 hits. Jeff Nowotny, who had
been nursing a sore shoulder all week,
started for the Spartans but was relieved
by Russ Hayslip after giving up six runs on
eight hits.
Hayslip proved ineffective, allowing
six runs on four hits.
"Hayslip wasn’t very effective,"
Coach Gene Menges said. "He needed
more rest."
Photo by Alhson Mn Loughlin

First baseman Ron Pimentel makes contact at the plate in baseball action.
Pimentel batted .400 in last week’s Spartan Baseball Classic helping the
team to a second place finish.

Judokas preparing for nationals
By Steven Goldberg
Although SJSU’s judo
team didn’t win a match in
its competition against the
Japan College of Physical
it
gained
Education,
experience
valuable
through that competition,
according to Spartan judo
coach Yosh Uchida.
"These fellows are
Japan’s No. 2 team,"
Uchida said. -There is
probably no one as tough in
the NCAA nationals."
SJSU’s team, which
worked out with the
Japanese team over the
spring break, lost 14-0 with
one draw to the Japanese
March 15 before a fullhouse
in the Men’s Gym.
Brewster Thompson,
who normally competes at
209 pounds, fought
heavyweight Tomoyuki
Tsuchiko to a draw and
came close to scoring a leg
trip against Tsuchiko.
"I knew Brewster
would do well," Uchida
said.
"Brewster
has
confidence in himself," He
added that Tsuchiko was
one of the best judokas on
the Japanese team.
However, the best
match of the night was
between SJSU team
captain Keith Nakasone
and Fumio Nagoa, Uchida
said.
"Although he lost,
Nakasone’s was the best
match because of the
amount of techniques in the
match," Uchida said.
The match was fast
pared as Nakasone and
Nagoa moved over the
entire mat. Several times
Nakasone seemed to be
about to score gut it was
usually Nagoa who held the
upper hand.
Randy Sumida also
gave his opponent a tough
battle, Uchida added.
Yet, the competition
seemed upstaged at times
by the international flavor
of the event.
The president of the
Japanese college, Shoichi
himizu, spoke to the
crowd and presented SJSU
athletic director Bob
Murphy with two Japanese
dolls encased in glass.
Shimizu, who is also
the chief commissioner of

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES
Consultation $20!hr.
Typing S5ipage
Call
For Appo;ntment
Resu me

Specialists
100 N. Winchester

246-7200

the International Judo
Referees Association, told
the crowd how pleased the
team was to be able to
come to San Jose. He also
expressed appreciation for
the reception given the
Japanese by the large
crowd.
Also present was Mel
Augustine, vice-chairman
of he National AAU Judo
Commission.

Augustine, who holds a
sixth degree black belt in
judo, said that international competition is
of great value to
Americans.

Augustine also commented on the success that
Uchida, whose teams have
won 16 straight NCAA judo
titles, has enjoyed.

"They the Japanese
have a variety of international competition,"
Augustine said. "We don’t
have that so this match
becomes very important to

"He stays
pshchologically young,"
Augustine siad. "He’s one
of the bo); but remains
the coach. He’s able to
motivate the boys into
champions.
Uchida also has the

ability to arrange matches,
such as this one against the
Japanese that gives the
Spartans
international
competition.
"We have a good
relationship with the
Japanes," Uchida said.
"They like to come to San
Jose State because we have
many black belts here. We
have two or three other
Japanese teams already
lined up."

Golden Fins place third
In their first competition ever, the SJSU
synchronized swimming
club placed third in a field
of five at the Arizona State
Intercollegiate Invitational
Synchronized swimming
Meet in Arizona March 18.
"We didn’t have any
idea what competition
would be like," Jackie
Harrison president of the
SJSU Golden Fins Club
said. "We are pretty happy
with what we did."
First place Ohio State
and second place Arizona
State have had synswimming
chronized
teams for many years
according to Harrison, and
they both recruit their
swimmers.
According to Barbara
Blake, vice president of the
Golden Fins, five of the
nine member team have
only been swimming for
three semesters or less.
The club is coached by
Margo Erickson who is an
instructor in synchronized
swimming
and
aqseditioning at SJSU.

Erickson is also one of the
coaches
for
the
Aquamaids, e synchronized swimming club,
who won the national AAU
title over the weekend.
In the team routine
competition, SJSU placed
third. Julie Montgomery
and Stacey Dahl placed
third in the duet idvision.
Montgomery also placed

fourth in the solo divison.
In
junior
figures
competition Blacke placed
third; Harrison, fifth; Jil
Lever, sixth Wendy Wolf,
ninth; Dayna Hubenthal,
11th in a field of 14. In
senior figures Montgomery
placed seventh; Stacey
Dahl, 11th, Debbie Barnes,
15th and Suzanne Gomes,
16th in a field of 19.
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Photo by Don Hondo

Tomoyuki Tsuchiko (left), a member of the second rated team in Japan, and Olympic team member
Tommy Martinhave a hold on each other during a preliminary match. Tsuchiko, who won the match,
was later fought to a draw by SJSU’s Brewster Thompson.

Intramural softball
Tomorrow is the last
day for signups for the
intrmural softball leagues.
There is a $10 fee that
should be paid to the A.S.
Business Office in the
Student Union. Rosters can
be picked up and turned in
at the Student Service
Programs and Services
Office on Seventh Street.

Proof of payment is
required.
There are four different leagues: men’s
fastpitch, men’s slowpitch,
women’s slowpich and coed slowpitch. Teams may
participate in slow and fast
pitch leagues. The leagues
will be Monday and
Wednesday and TuesdayTh4rsday.
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1Handicapped man
searches for mate
in classifieds -object: marriage

rof cabbages
and kings

By Carol Sarasohn
1 had always thought the child was a veritable fiend Lucifer’s daughter disguised as an Amazonian beauty.
This 16-year-old daughter of my best friend, this ravenhaired child who I’ve known since she was an innocentlooking 7 -year-old, has always taken a positive delight in
daily tormenting her bound -for-sainthood mother.
Thank heaven, I used to say, my children are wellbehaved.
A recent phone call was a typical example of this
girl’s demented behavior.
"Hi, Carol," Patty said. "Do you want to talk with my
mom? I’ll get her for you, but first I’ve got to tell you what
I did to my mom today. I’m grounded until I’m 21 but it
was worth it.
"You know that stupid dog she has - the dumb
miniature poodle she loves more than she loves me? I put
it in the roasting pan in the oven. You should have seen the
expression on her face when she opened the pan to put the
ham in the oven. She almost fainted. Here comes my
mom. Bye."
"Did you really ground Patty for that stunt?" I asked
my friend Joan. "That’s one of the milder tricks she’s
pulled."
"No," Joan said. "I grounded her for turning our
doberman loose in the hen house. Patty said she just
wanted to see what would happen. What a dumb trick. I
have enough feathers now to stuff three pillows.
"I suppose you’re calling about our camping plans for
Memorial Day," she said.
"Yes," I said, my mouth suddenly turning peanut butter dry.
"Okay," she said. "Let’s get this over with. Who are
you bringing?"
"One husband, four children and my 14-year-old twin
sisters," I said apologetically.
"Oh no," she said. I could actually hear the veins in
her temples pounding over the phone). "You mean your
sisters, the klutzes, the ones who keep falling down, the
ones who dropped a canister of propane fuel in the campfire which then exploded and burned up my favorite
tree?"
"The same. Who are you stuck with?"
"Well, I’m bringing my 350-pound cousin - the one
who sat on your picnic bench and broke it - and the aunt
who backed into your tent with her car, and my daughter
is bringing three of her girlfriends, all of whom your 16 year-old son Ken has a crush on."
"Fine,"! said. "We’ll stand sentry duty as usual two hours per parent."
(Meanwhile, unknown to Joan and I, our teenage
children were in their bedrooms phoning each other with
their own plans. )
Patty: "Sheri, you buy the sleeping pills to put in our
parents’ coffee. Isn’t it funny how none of our parents will
admit to each other that they fall asleep every night when
they’re supposed lobe watching us?"
Joan: "Carol, you bring the poison oak medicine. I
don’t know how I got that terrible rash last year, but I
certainly don’t want to go through that again. And don’t
forget the first-aid kit for your klutzy sisters."

Sheri to Patty: "This year you can be in charge of
smearing poison oak leaves on the seat of the ports -potty,
and I’ll have one of my mom’s sisters pretend to fall on a
stick. The stick will puncture the baggie full of red food
coloring - then we’ll be able to go to the hospital."
Me: "Joanie, I took the kids to the hospital last year.
This year it’s your turn. You know, it’s awfully funny how
Patty’s sprained ankle healed after she saw that cute
orderly at the hospital. I wonder if she has a crush on him?
And don’t forget the patch kit for the canoes. Remember,
last year the air kept leaking out when you went whitewater rafting with Patty."
Joan: "You know it’s odd the air never leaked out
when you went down the river."
My son Ken to Patty: "Are you going to let the air out
of the canoe when you take your mom down the river this
year?"
Patty: "No, it was fun watching my mom getting
hysterical, but my mom’s not that dumb. I pulled the
same stunt on her three times last year. She’s bound to
catch on. I think I’ll paddle upstream with that stupid dog
and accidentally throw it overboard. My mom will be
hysterical watching it trying to swim upstream to get
back to her."
Me: "What are we going to cook for dinner?"
Joan: ’Barbecued chicken; Patty saw to that."
Sheri: "What are we going to have for dinner Pat?"
Patty: "Barbecued chicken. I saw to that."
Joan: "Pack your snakebite kit. I saw a rattler at the
camp spot last week."
Patty to my son Victor: "Vic, I found a dead rattler
last week. You can have it to put in your mom’s sleeping
bag."
So much for my angelic children. Our offspring would
have gotten away with tormenting us if Joan and I had not
become suspicious and planted tape recorders in our
respective childrens’ bedrooms.
After we learned the truth, I phoned Joan to
collaborate on our latest plan.
"I’ll bring the itching powder for their sleeping bags,"
I said.
"And I’ll bring the fake tarantula," she giggled. "This
is going to be the best camping trip we’ve ever been on."

sunnv’S DISCO

By Glenn Young
The classified section of the paper is
usually used by people who want to sell,
rent or buy something.
Brian Hall, 30, of San Jose, for the past
three or four years, has used the classified
section of the Spartan Daily to advertise
for marriage.
Confined to his battery -powered
wheelchair, Hall has had cerebral palsy
his entire life. His handicap, he believes, is
a disadvantage for attracting women.
The one or two phonecalls he receives
a week, Hall said, are usually pranks.
Women get the wrong idea, he said, and
believe he is trying to "proposition" them.

finds it convenient to advertise in the Daily
because he lives in an apartment close to
campus.
He tried advertising in the MercuryNews, but was refused because of the
paper’s policies against personal advertisements, according to Hall.
Born in 1.05 Angeles, Hall came to the
San Jose area in 1949 when he was 9 years
old.
He relies on disability checks to live,
but hopes someday to open his own print
shop.
At the moment he is waiting for the
right opportunity to come along.

"In order to get that going you really
"I feel people don’t know what they’re
have to move around, and I don’t have a
doing," he said. "Handicapped people are
car," he said.
people like you or I. Although they do have
Hall said if he met the right kind of
a problem with their bodies, this doesn’t
woman who would like to be with him, he
mean anything to me."
would make her happy.
Unfortunately for Hall, to other
"Deep down in my heart I am hurt
people, it does mean something.
because I don’t have anyone who wants
"If people would calm down and know me," he said. "Maybe I’m a naive person,
who lam and what! want out of life, there but that’s the way! feel.
would be no problem," he said.
"I hope someone would like to be with
Because he can’t drive a car and it is me for the way I feel," Hall said, "and not
difficult for him to move around, Hall because I’m a handicapped person."

Photo by Melanie Parker

Brian Hall, stricken with cerebral palsy, has advertised for a wife for the
past three years in the Spartan Daily, with no success.

First SJSU fraternity celebrates 50th year
By Margo L. Kearns
Fast and loose girls smoked cigarettes, and Model T
windshields were used as bed partners at the young San
Jose State of 50 years ago, according to three of the
founding fellowship of the first SJS fraternity.
Pi Kappa Alpha, then called Sigma Gamma Omega,
recently held a celebration of its founding in 1928, by
having as its guest speaker Dr. Boris Gregory, the

They I the fraternity members) used to send out the
initiating members into the cemetery at ni.ght with a list of
names and they had to find the dates," said Gregory, who
is still an active member of the fraternity.
"We would take them up to the Santa Cruz Mountains,
blindfold them and then lose them," said Laurence Hill,
the first president of the fraternity and former superintendent of the Campbell Unified School District, about
initiation.
R. Burton Rose, a geologist and "the one who started
the thing," told how one morning he found a "Model T
windshield in my bed."
"The reason they don’t do that anymore is that there
aren’t any Model T’s around," nose said.

Other than the changing of policy and changing of
times, the men from Sigma Gamma Omega could not find
any great difference between their younger fraternity
brothers and themselves.
"They weren’t any different from today. We had a
good time, enjoyed our friendships and griped how hard
we had to study," said Hill. "They haven’t changed over
the years,! think."

Disneglqild

....
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FESTIVAL OF FOOLS

is NOW HIRING for
SUMMER
VACATION

wish

LARRY RAND &
HIGH WIRE RADIO CHOIR

APRIL 1.8 P.M.. S.U. BARROOM
$1.00 AdVANCE
$2.00 dome

Please contact the part time Campus Placement Center

I.

AS 5 011o Sft lam Bo Ono

Photo by Ross Mehon

Boris Gregory
fraternity’s adviser from 1928 to 1970 and retired SJSU
coordinator of teacher’s education in foreign languages.
"SGO put on dances which were always very well
attended," Gregory said. "When at these dances a girl
smoked, she ( the dean of students who was "a honey of a
peach") would ask me to go over and tell her ( the girl) to
quit smoking.
"If she didn’t, it went into her record. If it went into
her record at SJS, she would not find a job ass teacher."
Initiation and fraternity practical jokes in the bygone
days were different than the no-hazing policy of today.

an Jose Plasma
998-4567
We have just increased our donors fees.
Donate twice a week.
Earn $10.00 per donation.

$20.00 CASH
EVERY WEEK

B

YOUR FUTURE
WILL SOUND
LIKE THIS

Hailed internationally as one of
The greatest keyboards players in
the world (New Musical Express),
Vangelis has also been described as a
’singular artist with a unique view of
music in a field where mediocrity is
rampant.’ (Melody Maker)
Composed, arranged, and performed in Its entirety by Vangelis
himself, ’Spiral"takes electronic
interpretation to a new summit of
musicality. Connect with Vangelis
and experience the sound of
the future today.

"Symphonic rock at its
height tasteful, exciting,
and panoramic in scope."
Melody Maker

1(11(11(0110

VVITH THE

DISCO EXPRESS
FEATURING

Buddy Lore

Bring a spouse or friend.
Open 7.2 p.m. Mon. -Fri.
Includes SPIRAL BALLAD DERVISH 0
TO THE UNKNOWN MAN 3 .3

T ItI/FISDAY thro SUNDAY
NO COVER
Hen donors bring
this ad for S1.00

Cldsses urn
Every
NO COVER

T011t11,1111,!)1,

N

SUNNY’S

ONE BLOCK EAST OF BIRD
171 IA(Mow St., San Jose

998 9795

bonus your first donation.
Nesbond end tide $1.00 each

iqrt
21
and
over

AVE
Closed Mo 11,1.1 r

San Jose Plasma 1469 Peril Avenue
991 4367

ul.C11

Ors" t
ON SALE NOW FOR $44i, LP AND TAPE AT

RECORD FACTORY
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Beer Can Gran Prix:
a heady race brewing
By Hal Donaldson
Some SJSU students are busy
recycling aluminum cans their own way in
preparation for the Second Annual "Beer
Can Gran Prix."
The race involves self-powered cans
which roll along marked -off lanes.
The SJSU student chapter of the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineering is sponsoring the March 31
event at 2:30 p.m. in the Engineering
Building lobby.
The competition is open to the entire
university.
Races of 25, 35 and 50 feet are planned
for the "stock" and "unlimited" type cans.
"Stock" entries must be 12-ounce
capacity mechanically powered aluminum
cans with a limit of two one-half-inch holes
in the ends and no objects on the outside.
"Unlimited" cans have no hole
limitations, but may be no larger than onequart capacity.
Cans may be electronically powered,
but flames or compressed gasses are not

allowed.
Prizes for best times achieved have
not yet been determined, according to
Steve Nordheirn, engineering student and
co-chairman of the event.
This year’s race will be electronically
timed by using light beams, Nordheirn
said.
He said the purpose of the event is
"just to haves good time."
According to Nordheirn, the idea for a
beer can race came out of Stonybrook
University in New York.
The two most popular sources of
power used in last year’s "stock" cans
were the rubber-band pendulum and
flywheel methods. This is the first year for
the "unlimited" category.

"The third time, I
burned all her clothes and
smashed all her furniture,
but I didn’t hit her. Then I

A third myth, Martin
said, is that all women
have to do when they are
abused is call the police.
Police will do very
little when intervening in
dqmestic
problems
bepause they treat the
crime as a family dispute
ragier than as a crime on
the street, she said.

told her to get the hell out of
my life."
She was gone a year.
She became pregnant when
she came back, they
married. Their child, now
16 months old, was born
physically handicapped.

In Santa Clara County
hospital emergency rooms,
300 battering cases are
being reported each month,
she said.

"We believe we have a
mission to raise that
child," Phillip said, "so
there’s tenderness."
Discovering Buddhism
and its pacifist philosophy
three years ago largely
prevented
him
from
abusing his wife, he said.
"I finally understood
that violence can really
hurt people.
"Given the entirety of
the situation and wh’ire I
was at, my battering
should’ve been assumed.
Now I’m here to create
value to my life."

Counseling, a 24-hour
telephone hotline and legal
services staffed by 16 attorneys for women to find
out their legal rights and
alternative, are services
offered by the program.

AMIEU
ONIIE
;66 So Isr St 114- IWO

TUB S. WED
DERSU UZALA
(THE HUNTER)
8:00

"The primary need for
battered victims at this
time is the shelter, Martin
said. "The need for the
services we provide are so
great."

: Seven battering cases
are reported per week at
the emergency room of
Santa Clara Valley
Medical Center, Martin
said.

HIGH SIERRA
7:30
MANAGER - ASSISTANT

brand Pm lid (mini ornate race fix ha*
peeler elper retail. recreehon or ammemenl lelds Myst
a wont wetted individual with an east torts
customer sereke anilude Call lolin hurolff 191 1601 or
295.61911a +pot

rivers

11111111i,

KINKO’S

PUT YOUR SCIENTIFIC OR
ENGINEERING DEGREE
TO WORK

U.S. AIR FORCE OFFICER PLACEMENT TEAM WILL
BE INTERVIEWING DEGREE CANDIDATES WHO
WOULD LIKE TO EMBARK ON A FUTURE -ORIENTED
SCIENTIFIC, ENGINEERING OR FLYING CAREER AS
A PILOT OR NAVIGATOR
DATE: MARCH 30, 1978
LOCATION: CAREER PEACEMENT
TODAY FOR AN APPOINTMENT.

TIME: 9am-3pm

CENTER. SIGN UP

If,

Also
41,1 I. Sari Carlos Si
21)c SSI I

OFFICES, Confer, rm. nr.S.J. State
U., A/C and Util. Incl. $65 and
up, consid, your needs. 293
3131/3714210.
Come out and make your scrap
sculpture! Materials are free.
April 3, II orn..3 p.m. at the Art
Quad in from of SJSU S.U. In
case of rain, Almaden Room in
S.U. Free refreshments and
prizest Given by Rec. 97 corn
miffee two.
YEE HAN. Swing your partner doe
si doe! The SKI Club is having
its Spring BARN DANCE, Sun.
April 2nd, 4:00pm til midnite.
Enjoy Volleyball, Frisbee and
Beer, and lots of Barnyard
games. B-15.0 all you can eat
and more beer. Then its Square
Dancing, Hayrides and campfires III midnight. Members $4,
non mernbeers $5. All this fun at
Coyote Ranch, Take 101 South
toward morgan Hill, go past the
truck,ficaies. make a U turn at
Bailey Turn right at the gas
station and follow to Coyote
Ranch YEE HAH! GO FOR i T

automotive
’66 GALAX IE 500,0300. Call 7305932
or 279-2946.

help wanted

College students needing over 5100
Per week for part time work.
F lex ible hours, must be neat,
have car and phone. Call Fuller
Brush Co 243 1121 for Interview
appointment.
FLEXIBLE HOURS, GOOD PAY
Need nurses’ aides/ord. 04.50
/hr. LVN’s S5.62/hr. and RN’s,
$7/11r.
Some experience
required. Call for appt. New
Horizons Nurses Registry, 2775
Park Ave. S.C. 287,1749.
ATTN: 0.T., Psych., Rec. Therapy,
Social Welfare and Counseling
majors. Friends and Neighbors
is part of S.C.A.L.E a student
volun tteer program on campus.
Participating in the Friends and
Neighbors orogen involves
working with residents of the
board and care homes located
near the SJSU campus. This is a
great opportunity for a
rewarding work experience.
Three units of credit are
available. Call Julie, 1771187,
Girl’s Summer Camp Counselors:
SHADY LAWN FARM 6255
River Rd. Oakdale, Ca, 95361.
12091 847 1942. 11 wks $880 plus
rns./bd. All specialists 20 yrs or
Older. Non-smokers Eng! or
west
riding.
horseback
vaulting, swirnrning(ARC wSi
CPR, Senior Life), water skiing
news, kitchen, and housework,
chapel, second class dr. license,
Crafts. lapidary, oraganic
gardens.
SALES OPPORTUNITY. Couple
wanted for Weekend. retail
Sales Must work well with
people Salary and Bonus. 289
8451
_
5100
WEEKLY
MAILING
Ciroutars!! Materials Supplied.
Immediate Income Guaran
teed! Rush Stamped Addressed
Envelope, Homeworker 30093
NR Pinetree, Hernando MS
38632.
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English
conversation. No experience,
degree or Japanese required.
Send long, stamped, self’
addressed envelope for detain.
Japan ISO,
411 W.Center,
Centralia, WA, 98331
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!
Ride Operators, Redd Service,
Sales. Weekends, Easter Week.
Full time summer starting May
27th. Apply in Person F RON
TIER VILLAGE AMUSEMENT
PARK. IE.O.E.)

for sale

%h.

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF. Your insurance man on
the campus can take care of all
our insurance needs AUTO,
HOME, F IRE, HEALTH If you
are not already with State
Farm, Call for an appointment
at my office or home and we’ll
set up. time convenent for you
on campus, your home or my
Office Let’s get together and
give you better coverage for less
money. CALL: MORY STAR,
233-3277w 446,3649.
KODAK FILM, PAPER, Chemicals,
Projectors and Equipment. All
COST plus 10 percent!!! Sample
Prices:
Processing Kodachr.
orne and Ectachrome 13136
3.40, 13510, 2.08; VPS, KI1/400
w/slides and replacement roll
7.00. K25 and 64 13136 film 2.96.
13120 1.000 ft
VPS t30 261.53,13520
9.57. PAPER: Polycontrast SW
100 -axle’s, 14.95, RC 100-8x10.
19.20, Ektacolor 74 RC 1018010,
26.96. These are but a few of the
many items we carry. Call us at
2192156. Creative Photography,
1900 Lafayette, Santa Clara,CA
95050. We also do weddings and
portraits at reasonable rates.
Call NOW,

235"C_0141_4_

Garen’ moped. 50 cc., 1200 ml, lust
tuned. WO/offer or fake over
penes of S20’mo 292 8946

A great woo, et He

and you’ve cep to match the
foliowings, please call Sondra at
1 I 5 I 574 8855

housing
2 4 students to rent apt, in exchange
for right work. Call Gail 27/9092
bet. 8 and 6.
SJSU 1 bcirm 11/2 bath apt, Nice. No
pets. $190 mo. and SISO deposit.
43950.41h St. Call 2915070

WE NEED TEACHERS to teach
English conversation at
California Language Institute in
Japan, send resume and photo.
The
are:
requirements
American college graduate with
good personality and can stay a
minimum of 2 years. About 25
Ors. per week/SLOW per month
minimum. California Language
Institute, contact Mr. IChiro
Plohara/Yamatia Bldg. 8F, I 1-1
uomachi, KokurakitaKu/K It
akyushu, Fukuoka, JAPAN 1322.

68 GMC van. Runs great. MAO.
tope, paneling, extras. 20,200 ml.
on rebuilt engine. Good deal for
5850 Phone Jeff, 2793117. Leave
message

CHEV 4WD Step PS PB AT Chey.
Mud and Snows 56600 Call 66600
Call 27951009’S Pm

S Oil Street
2’i5’4

PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS
for men and women. Wear
colors that enhance your colors.
I give you a palette of about 70
colors out of a set of 500 possible.
Fabric, makeup, metal, and
Style counseling included. 135
complete. By appointment.
Inquire 1471504 wknds and $,7
eves. You’ll never have to make
a clothes mistake again.

’76 KAWASAKI K2 750 Excc coed ,
7k miles Great for commuting
or touring Extras $1.075 733
1784

Nurses Aides, part time, fulTtlene
M.R. children. Call 2510024

There are 16 people on
the SOS staff, five of whom
are ex-battered wives.

3 112

PAST LIFE REGRESSIONS
A guide Medi/dative process
which allows you to experience
your own past lives. You become
aware of the patterns that
govern your current life ex
pression, and you obtain a
clearer understanding of the
continuity of life and the in
dividual soul purpose
This
experience allows you to open a
better channel between the
subconscious and conscious
levels of the personality
Sessions are conducted by
Milton Waldman and Deanna
Magnusson at the Family of
Men Center in San Jose. Cost Is
530 or by donation. Call 293-11715
Or 356-3312 for appointment.

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN own!
Plush 2 be. 1 oath condo located
only 15 min, from school in
1114165OM Valley S38 990 227
9492.

be

According to an FBI
report, one -fifth of all male
homicides in California
have stemmed from family
disputes, Martin said.
"Women are being
forced to commit violent
acts because sthey have no
other alternative," she
said.

COPIES

PSI, Graduate School of
Professional Psychology. Ap
plications are currently being
accepted for our PhD Program
in
Clinical -Counseling
Psychology. Existential humanistic emphasis. State approved
for professional license Write
for free brochure: current
catalogue $1.00. Dr George
Muench, director. Dr. Peter
Koestenbaum, dean. PSI. 580
College Avenue, Palo Alto, CA
94306.

Coke cans may also be entered but
garbage cans may not race, Nordheim
said.

Battered women
need counseling,
laws, says SOS
(Continued from Page 3)

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Enroll
now Informat.on available at
the A S Off ice Or pnone 371-6811.

Rules are posted in the display case
across from Engineering classroom 104A.
More information can be obtained in room
178.

Ex-wife beater describes
motives prompting abuse
(Continued from Page 3 I
There were two more
abortions after that, he
said.

announcements

Babysitter, mature resp own car
Ref 2 3 nites a wk Thurs Sat
SI 50/hr 2 kids 996 8492 after 10
ans. Westgate area.
SEEKING COMPUTER or
Electronics major to assist in
ROBOT PROJECT. Now under
construction. Must be able to
design microcomputer Irons
scratch or adapt existing hobby
systems. Will pay for work or
consider partnership with -ight
person. Future market poten
fiat. Tell me about yourself.
Michael P.O. Box 3434, S.J.
95109.
TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES
OVERSEAS. English speaking
schools overseas need teacchers
and other qualified educational
personnel. Some schools require
no experience; none require
foreign language knowledge
For details contact Dr. Balkai,
Box 1041 San Diego. CA 92112.

Nice 2 bedroom apt to share with
female. Pool, Saratoga and 260
S123 Serious student only Call
Sofia evenings and ...Ands. 2417379
FULL SECURITY BUILDING
Extremely large two bedroom
and two bath: sia/w carpeting,
AEK,
courtyard.
13B0,
recroom, pool table, parking;
two blocks from campus. 5275.
Utilities paid. Chuck 998-4149
leave message.Now and sum
mer.
SAN Joie Residence ClubCoEd for
serious students. Linen and
maid service, kitchen facilities.
Courtyard with waterfall, grand
piano, frplc., ping.pong table.
pool table, lots of brick and
glass. Everything lure S27/wk.
202 S. 11th St. Call office. 2799504.
2 BDRM. Ron. Apt. oneqaif Dick.
from campus. AEK, CPTS,
DRPS. 2816519.
ROOM and BOARD available.
Single room, great mmeals.
5130/mo. OFF -street parking.
Good collegiate atmosphere.
Call 2799473 or drop by. 155 S
Ilth.
Studio apt w/lost. Avail April 4 for
one person. $135 and $100 dep.
Utilities paid. Call 2599974 for
appointment. 601 S. Fifth St.
PRIVATE RM., one half block to
SJSU. near Lucky’s; bus, K P..
resp male student. lam 9pm
297 7679

personals
UNWANTED
HAIR
removed
permanently. 235 E Santa Clara
Street, rm 811. 294 4499 Nan
telle
LOOKING FOR MARRIAGE with
female, age is no problem. 1
have a very minor voice defect.
If interested, call: Brian at 2911.
2308.
JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign rience required. Ex
cellent pay. Worldwide travel
Summer job Or career.Send
1,3.00 for information SEAFAX.
Dept. 09. First Laurel, Port
AngelesWA 98362.
Rent a cabin at TAHOE. 2 bdrms, at
ft. of Heavenly, near clubs. $150
Wk,S50wkrid, 267 2697

;),

iT11 Si. LAWN AREA
FIN FRONT of old
CAFETERIA)

I 3 limas
lime,
I S lines
r..

Two

I

TYPE term papers, theses
reports, rnanu scripts. resumes
IBM Selecctic. Joys 269 0213

CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand name hard and soft
lens supplies. Send for free
illustrated catalog. Contact
Lens Supplies. Box 7433,
Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
CAROLYN’S TYPING SERVICE
For all your typing needs.
Student discounts. 9261920
TYPING FAST and RELIABLE Let
me make your deadlines!
Professional typist. Much ex
per ience with term papers
Theses, resumes, etc . Use the
latest
IBM
automatic
typewriters: first drafts can be
revised quickly and cheaply.
Spelling the grammatical errors
corrected, if necessary. Call
Heather 267 8593
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Masters Reports Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg 1408) 356
42411 137 Escobar Ave., Los
Gatos. 95030
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
10 percent Student Discount on
dry cleaning. For all your
laundering needs: alterations.
mending, washing, Ironing.
Washing/fluff dry, hung and/or
folded 10 lb. Pillows. Blankets,
Rugs, Sleeping Bags. Leathers.
Suedes, Hats One day service.
Open 8-5 : 30 Mon Seat
ACE LAUNDRY
8th and E. William
(next to Togo’s) 293.7228
TYPING Fast, accurate, and
reasonable too. Try me I’m in
West San Jose. Patty 9114.1642,
INTELLIGENT TYPING Editing.
grammar,
form,
tapes.
resumes. Pam to 9pm Margie
Reeves996.1265
IF YOU LIKE the latest DISCO
MUSIC. Call us 328 8830 7 8 pm
LOW RATES! Concrete I iniShw
patio, drive way, sidewalk, etc
Call 2303941

LOVE IS what you need! New dating
:451 Free info Write DAWN.
P.O. Box 6521, S.J. CA 95150
BARB: BEN isn’t that what sheep
say? Something good in
classifieds today. OW.

R EC .97 class iS sponsor Mg a "Super
Stars" Obstacle Course, Wed
March 29, on the 7th St. lawn
area from noon 210. Come and
join the fun and win prizes.

UNIVERSAL MICROPRINTERS
Inc. is hiring. Interested In a
dinamic new company? We’re
Interested In hiring young
People who’ve college level
aptitude and are eager to work
Ind learn in a working en
vironment. Full time needed but
seilbse flex. possible. If your
Primary goal is growth potential

MARS: Happy 21st Birthday! Now
you’re In the "Real World"
Hope your day (and night of
drinking) are
T.L.C.
_
KAPPA SIGMA Fraternity is
holding an open party from 9pn-i
lam Thurs 3/30011405 I I th
MUSic bv Glad

200
2 50
300
300

Pour
days
240
2 90
340
300

Five
days
250
3 00
350
400

trawl

PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
SPECIAL 02 off w ad for 2
color or 4 B and W photos
Reggular price S7.50. JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY. 293 7000. 20
Paseo de San Antonio. Si
lbetWeen 1st and 2nd Streets.)
TRAVEL..TRAVEL..T RAVEL. Our
services Include free World
wide charter flight locating
service for Amsterdam. London,
Dusseldorf. Frankfurt, Paris,
Madrid,
Rome,
Shannon,
Zurich. Milan. Hong Kong.
Philippines, Hawaii and New
York. Other services. Durail,
Beltran. Car Rentals. Books and
Maps, Luggage and Travel Packs. Student Sermons. Intl
student I.D. cards. StUdent
MOMS. Student Travel Table
located on the main floor of
Student Union. Hours II 2 pm
Tues. Wed. Thurs, or visit our
office. Trip and Travel Planning
Co. 444 E. William St. (At S. 10th
St.) San Jose. CA 95012 14085 291
1613 Hours Mon. 15 pm: Tues.
Mru Fri. 96 pm, plus Sat 103
Istm

For further
information
277-3175

Print Your Ad Here

so

so

so

50

Leek
odd’
Oen&
day
3355
3355

In loSed 55
SEND CHECK,

Check o Closs,l0000n

.7"

AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT! 10
to 50 percent DISCOUNT on the
Biggest selection tn the entire
Bay Area/ Over 325 Top brands
of Stereo, Car Radio, TV, Audio
Components.
Professional
Sound
Equipment,
Video
recorders.
games.
Tapes.
Records and Accessories.
Calculators. too! Factory sealed
WWII warranty Free stylus
timer or rec. cleaning kit with
any system! All prices quoted
are complete. Before you buy
anywhere else, give us a call.
255 5550 M -F, a IS. anytime
weekends. Ask for KEN. The
Lowest prices on the Widest
selection of the Highest Fidelity
Now recommending the in
credible MPM
Custom
Speakers,
AUDIO
EN
TERPRISES HAS IT!

,COunt apprOximately 30 tellers and

MOOrnorn threel toes One Day
Semester rate loll issues) $2300

Announcements
Automoliv
For Sole

stereo

Phone

so

11. 97
Gem, 4
Seeley 711

Avon
AVON Need
an
Representative? Call 293 1773 to
order Campus Representative
is available by phone alter 7 00
prn

JC 208
9am - 3pm

A Happy St. Patrick’s Day to all me
Irish friends, and to all who hest
wish they were.
Father
O’Malley

loch adchnonal hne *Ad

trs
467..4
yaps.
wog.

PROFESSIONAL.
ACCURATE
TYPING IBM EXECUTIVE
REPORTS,
THESES.
ETC
RESUMES.
REASONABLE RATES PALO
ALTO MT V AREA 2263339
EVES

In the
Spartan
Daily’
Classifieds.

WANTED: 115mm and 270rnm, 405
lens Or Speed Graphic lens
Good light meter wanted. 264
2732.

05.00 an hour to stern Phone
solicitor, evenings, from 6:39
9:30. Location, Sunnyvale. Call
2454920. or 732.4443.

Three
days
225
2 7$
325
375

cloy.

TUTORING: Acctg., Basso or
Fortran, individual Or group
rates, Collin, 147 2916,

LOOKING for a WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER, images by
John are expressions of love
soft, elegant, and understoo0 be
everyone For the finest wed
ding Photography. call John
Paulson 41 269 7937

HAVE A question concerning Real
Estate? Want to own property?
Tired
of
management
HASSLES? Your problems are
over if you call 287 3953 2 bdrm
duplex for rent after March St
Call Pat at Homes And Things
One more thing, 1973 350 Honda
for sale.

RATES-One
day
51 50
2 00
250
300

FARMERS INSURANCE Group II
you are a good student with a
good driving record, you may
qualify for a 25 percent discount
on your auto insurance. We also
have competitive rates tor
homeowners, renters, and life
Appointments at
insurance
time and place convenient to
YOU. Call Bruce Lott t 241 .750
_
.
.
TYPINGterm papers -H cents a
page and
up.
Resumes
$550/page
IBM Correcting
Selec tr los. All work guaranteed
Please call after a pm KITTY
CARTER
NORTH VALLEY
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 263
4325

The SJSU Gay Student Union is an
alternative social group open to
all gay men and women GSU
provides a place to come out to a
supportive atmosphere, and
friendly
Liberate
people.
yourself be all you can be
come to GSU. each Thursday at
ilpm in the Almaden Room of the
Student Union.
Upcoming
events include. 2/16 Tap group.
2/23 creativity night, 3,2
speaker meeting; 3/9-potluck.
3/16 rap group; 3/23 -disco
dance: 3/30speaker meeting.

--I

SUPERST*RS
(NISTA CLE COURSE AND 77-TUGMOIWAR
Wtd., Witch 29 12-2:30

UNWANTED
HAIR
removed
forever 335 S Baywood Ave
211 7416

services

For

Days

MONEY ORDER

OR CASH TO:
Help Wonted
Lod owl Poona
Personale

Senores
Travel
Stereo

a.

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED

Deadlone two days pruo to publocateon

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Conserutove publd ahem dales only
No refunds on cancelled arh.

SAN JOSE.

CALIFORNIA 95114
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Midterm option tested
by psychology students
teaches the course, in the proctor
option system, a student meets
weekly with a proctor and is given a
15-question quiz and short oral
examination.
To pass the test, Rusmore said,
the student must have a near-perfect
score.

Most classes at SJSU run the
usual route- two midterms and a
final exam.
But psychology 55, general
psychology for sophomores, juniors
and seniors is conducted a little
differently.
Students in that class have the
choice to go the traditional path of
two midterms and a final exam or
take the "Personalized System of
Instruction," also called the proctor
option.
According
to Psychology
Professor Jay Rusmore, who

A.S. hopefuls

have April 4
filing deadline
The deadline for filing applications to run for A.S. office is 4
p.m., April 4.
Applications are available in the
A.S. Office on the third level of the
Student Union.
An orientation meeting will be
held at that time for all candidates in
the A.S. Council Chambers.
The purpose of the meeting will
be to inform candidates of election
rules and regulations.
A.S. elections will be held April
25 10 27.

The proctor alone determines
the score of the oral test portion,
depending on how well the student
reflects what he or she comprehended from the assigned
readings.
Both proctor and traditional
students are ?LSO required to take a
midterm or lecture material and the
final exam.
At any time during the
semester, the proctor student may
switch over to the traditional route,
as long as he has kept up by taking
the midterms.
A proctor student who earns As
in the proctor system would most
likely stay in that system.
If the proctor student gets
higher grades on the midterms his
best bet would be to go the other
path, Rusmore said.
Rusmore said the proctor option
began a long time ago but has improved over the last five years.
"Originally the proctor option
consisted of groups of five being
tested by one proctor," he said.
"The idea of one-to-one is actually
only about four years in practice."
Proctors are volunteer senior
and graduate psychology students.

Twelve to 15 work every semester
and usually -inform" 10 students
apiece.
Proctor Sharon Funk said all
proctors are part of a senior seminar
course and receive three units
credit.
According to Gavin Hadden,
teacher assistant for the class, the
course is not only built around
beginning psychology students but a
learning experience for the proctors.
"The course is demanding for
the student and the proctor," he
said. "No other course requires total
mastery of a subject. Students have
to do ’A’ work and proctors have to
know all the material to be able to
test them."
Proctor John Han reflected all
the knowledge he has gained from
his experience ass proctor.
"There is a great deal of implied
pressure on a proctor," he said,
"because we have to test other
people."
Rusmore said many surveys
taken after course completion show
proctor and traditional students
alike recommend the proctor option
more often to incoming students.
The option is a relatively new
teaching format, but Rusmore is
convinced it is a better one.
"I think the idea of a contract
between proctor and student is very
important," he said. "As long as I
am here I hope the proctor option
will be, too."

spartaguide
The Undergraduate
Social Work Organization
will meet at 4:15 p.m.
tomorrow in Building BB,
room 5C.

Students interested in
participating in an intramural
badminton
tournament this weekend
may sign up in the Leisure
Services office.

Today is the last day to
turn in rosters to the
Leisure Services office for
the intramural softball
season.

Tom Tabor, author of
"Santa Cruz Mountain
Trails," will present a slide
show of his recent travels
in Mexico titled "Journey
to Yucatan" at the Sierra
Club meeting at 7:30 p.m.
today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room.

Charles J. Fillmore will
speak on "Text Semantics"
The Superstars Obat 5 p.m. today in the S.U.
stacle Course and Tug-oCostanoan Room.
War will be held from noon
to 2:30 p.m. tomorrow on
the
quartet
recital
Seventh Street lawn
A jazz
will be held at 8:15 p.m. area in front of the Old
today in the Music Cafeteria. The event will be
Building, room 150. For conducted
by
the
information call Antony Recreation 97 class. For
Pickard at 656-4759.
information call Diane
Madrigal at 298-2237.
Betty Lee, a California
student at the Harvard
Medical School, will speak
on Harvard’s and general
pre-medical preparations
at 10 a.m. tomorrow in
Duncan Hall, room 249.

A representative from
First National Bank will
discuss career opportunities in banking at
2:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room.

Spartan
Gardens
Recycling Center, Seventh
of Street and Humboldt
University
California at Berkeley Avenue, is open tomorrow
Linguistics Professor Dr. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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First-time award a highlight
The SJSU Gerontology Center’s
Open House was highlighted by the
presentation of the first Certificate
of Applied Gerontology issued by the
university and by a visit from SJSU
President John Bunzel, who joined
with the over-60 group in a rendition
of "When Irish Eyes are Smiling."
Nearly 150 people, young and
old, took part in the festivities, held
each semester, March 16 at the over60 program headquarters in the Old
Science Building.
Gerontology Center Director Lu
Charlotte formally presented a
Certificate of Applied Gerontologyi
to Palo Alto resident Jackie Hurd,
the first SJSU student to complete
the 22-unit interdepartmental
program.
Hurd worked with senior
citizens as a volunteer before
becoming a full-time student.
It was through her volunteer
work, Hurd said, that she became
interested in the gerontology field.
Courses in the certificate
program include "Psychology of
Aging" and "Sexuality of Aging,"
examples of the growing study of the
elderly.

"It’s a big field," she said.
There’s a lot to be done in the area
of education and social policies."
The 64-year-old graduate also
holds a B.A. in business administration from SJSU and now
hopes to use her degrees in an
outreach or educational program
involving senior citizens.
Following the presentation, the
"Happy Notes," a choral group of
American Association of Retired
Persons members from the San Jose
chapter, entertained the visitors.
Later in the afternoon, whet,
Bunzel walked in, the "Happy
Notes" dedicated a pre-St. Patrick’s
Day song to him and he eagerly
joined in.
"I’m just a ham," he said later.
Another visitor who enjoyed the
refreshments and entertainment
was Alma Burkhardt, one of SJSU’s
oldest students.
The 81 -year -old great-

grandmother carries six units
despite a hearing impairment which
limits the kinds of classes she can
take.
But it hasn’t kept her from
taking creative writing classes, she

said, her favorite area of study.
Burkhardt said she likes to take
a variety of courses, such as the
over-60 program’s Human Life Span
class.
"I don’t know if I’m ever going
to graduate," she said, "but I’m
going to go to school as long as I
can."
In 1919, Burkhardt attended
Montana State University and as a
physical education major coached
the first girl’s high school basketball
team, in Missoula, Montana.
The open house also attracted
the attention of public television
station KQED. A photographer from
the "Over-Easy" program, a show
for senior citizens and hosted by
Hugh Downs, took photographs of
the event and the center for use on
the show.
The still photographs will be
shown April 18 at 6:30 p.m. and used
as examples of a model educational
program for the elderly.
The

SJSU

over-60

program

allows anyone over 60 years of age to
attend classes free on a spaceavailable basis.

Committee on strict schedule
to find successor for Bunzel
Selecting candidates to replace
outgoing SJSU President John
Bunzel by July will be nearly a fulltime job for members of the
Presidential Selection Advisory
Committee.
With less than four months
before the California State
University and Colleges Board of
Trustees meets in July to select
Burizers successor, PSAC members
find themselves on a strict schedule.
Some advertisements for
SJSU’s presidential opening have
already appeared. Those interested
have until April 1 to submit resumes.
Letters asking for nominations
will be sent to chief executives of
about 500 universities and colleges
and 150 professional associations.
The PSAC will hold an
organizing meeting in early April to
decide what SJSU wants in a
president.
After the CSUC vice chancellor
screens the resumes to exclude
those entirely unqualified, the PSAC

done by the PSAC, which takes three
weeks alone.
Finally, the PSAC will
recommend two or three candidates
to be interviewed by the CSUC
Board of Trustees, which will make
the final decision.

will have two or three meetings to
pick nominees to be interviewed.
Usually, 10 to 15 candidates are
interviewed.
After the interviews, the list is
reduced to five or six candidates.
Extensive background checks are

Disabled students show
campus problem areas
Talking calculators, wheelchair
obstacle courses and the traveling
problems of the disabled are a
sampling of the many seminars and
activities of Disabled Students
Awareness Week, continuing
through Friday at SJSU.
Anyone who has never
maneuvered a wheelchair is
challenged to compete against the
pros at noon Wednesday in the S.U.
Amphitheater.

A job workshop for disabled
persons as well as demonstrations of
specialized equipment will be held
today and tomorrow in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room.
Additional seminars featuring
guest speakers on spinal cord injuries, arthritis and mobility for the
blind will continue throughout the
week.
For information, call the
Disabled Students Services office,
277-2971.
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A Magazine Marketing
Faire will be held from 11
a.m. to 1:45 p.m. today and
Thursday. The faire will be
in the Journalism Building,
room 117 and will feature
information on hundreds of
magazines and markets for
articles, features, fillers
and photographs.
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